ADDENDUM TWO

Date: October 26, 2015
To: All Bidders
From: Chris Kliment, Buyer
       Nebraska Department of Corrections
RE: Addendum for Request For Proposal 82500-O3

Original Opening Date and Time: October 27, 2015

Scope of Addendum

This addendum is intended to provide clarification on the responses to questions 11 and 12 in Addendum One, which reference RFP section E.1.c. (Scope of Work: Deliverables (Required): No later than March 1, 2016, the selected contractor shall revalidate the tools using NDCS offenders and tailor the cut-off points for each risk level to meet the needs of the Nebraska offender population.).

NDCS would prefer to have state-specific cut-off points identified by March 1, 2016. However, in cases where prospective vendors are unable to use historical data to tailor risk and needs scores to Nebraska inmates, the Department is willing to work with those entities to develop mutually agreed upon scopes of work and timelines for completion.